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(see instruction sheet or attached comments for more information)
‐Date of approved ALP with project shown
‐Date of environmental determination (ROD, FONSI, CatEx)
‐Date of land acquisition or signed purchase agreement
‐Date of pavement maintenance program
‐Date of Benefit Cost Analysis (BCA) as required
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FEDERAL $

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING
CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PLAN DATA SHEET

A Capital Improvement Plan (CIP) Data Sheet must be submitted for each major work item that is requesting Federal assistance over
the next 5 years. Submittal of this information is necessary to effectively administer the Airport Improvement Program.
HEADER INFORMATION ‐ Include the name of the airport, the LOCID, the local priority of the requested work, the project description
and the desired Federal fiscal year (October 1st to September 30th) that you desire the project.
SKETCH ‐ Color‐coded sketch that depicts and identifies the scope of the proposed project. An aerial photo can be used as long as it
shows the proposed project information.
JUSTIFICATION ‐ Answers the questions of what it is, why is it needed and what is the benefit. This is a very important part of your
Capital Improvement Plan. The information is required to accurately determine the eligibility of your project and its priority for
funding. Projects without adequate justification cannot be added to the CIP. To help you prepare solid justification we have
compiled the following list of suggestions, which you can use to support your assessment of the need for this project. Be sure to list
all reasons and needs for your project and include a detailed description of existing conditions. Use extra pages if needed.
∙
For pavement rehabilitation include the age of the pavement, distresses, Pavement Condition Index
(PCI) Rating (may be able to obtain this info from ODA), or any other factor that would affect pavement life.
Include type of pavement (apron, runway) and dimensions (linear feet and width or square footage). Also
include what you have done to maintain the pavement over its lifetime and the date of the last major
rehabilitation (i.e. overlays, sealcoats, etc.)
∙
New taxiways/taxilanes – what will this taxiway/taxilane serve? Does it serve a hangar area? Is it a
parallel taxiway? What width are you proposing? If you propose a width that is wider than FAA standards,
indicate how that additional pavement will be funded.
∙
For Apron Expansion indicate the current size of the apron and what you plan to add. Indicate why you
need more apron space and how the apron area will be used (tie down area, etc).
∙
For fencing projects – indicate the height of the fence and lineal footage. Also, explain why the fence is
needed (i.e. deer fencing, security, etc)
∙
Land acquisition explain what the land is needed for – approach protection? Development such as a
new hangar area? Also include if it is fee or easement. Include parcel numbers and acreage of those parcels.
Please state if residences or businesses will be acquired.
∙
For Arrival/Departure Building, provide what type of facility you currently have and what you plan to
build (square footage, types of rooms)
COST ESTIMATE ‐ The estimate of total cost including the Federal, State and Local shares. For first year projects, attach a detailed
cost estimate showing unit costs; aggregate in square yards (S.Y.), concrete paving in square yards (S.Y.) and asphaltic paving in tons.
Separate the costs for land acquired in fee and land acquired in easement. Note if the project is dependent on other sources of
funding (i.e. other agency grants)
SPONSOR VERIFICATION ‐ The verification that the project is properly planned and is ready to "go" within the first year of the CIP for
applicable projects. Except for equipment acquisition, proposed development and land acquisition must be shown on an approved
ALP, have cleared environmental processing, and the land already acquired or have a signed purchase agreement. These
requirements must be completed before a project can be considered for upcoming year funding. For the 2nd and 3rd years of the CIP
program, the sponsor should be working towards satisfying these requirements. Date each item verifying that all project
requirements are satisfied (check marks are not acceptable).

